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About This Game

In most games you see stars in the background, you shoot asteroids or you live on planets. But in Solar 2 you ARE these objects!
Enter a universe where you must prove yourself to the resident god-like figure by doing its many bizarre and varied tasks. Or

just ignore it and see how big you can grow!

Solar 2 is an open-world, sandbox game set in an infinite abstract universe. Play constructively: grow your system, nurture life
on your planets and attack enemy life in huge space battles. Play destructively: crash into other objects and cause chaos, use

your orbiting objects like wrecking balls, steal planets from other systems.

Key features:

Dynamic abstract sandbox universe. Changes and evolves as you do.
Non-linear missions and open-world gameplay.
No boundaries. Drift forever in ambient space bliss.
Full of weird eccentric humor and stuff.
Extensive custom sound track.
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It's not much of a game......but it's a hell of an experience.. I'd wish to say that this game is terrific, but instead is... terrifying :-(

Wish I had not bought it. A pity, indeed.. THIS IS AN AMAZING GAME. However it is only fun for about 10 Hrs or until you
make the rank of Captain. Children often crowd the captains chair and issue high pitch orders. Followed by quick kicks if you
do not comply or say SIR to them. There are some good crews tho. If you like nay LOVE star trek get this game. otherwise just
pass.

NOW you need to download addtional content in order to get the game you wanted from the start... man o man.. It's not really a
full-blown simulation, but it's fun to play. Car physics are not too bad and the career part of the game is really motivating.. The
TDLR here is I can recommend this game on the price point. I enjoyed my time playing, it is short but worth the roughly
\u00a31 per hour puzzle experience I had. Your times may differ. I did not get to test this game in multiplayer.

This game is charming and minimalistic in art style, doesn't hold your hand when it comes to introducing you to puzzle
mechanics, and encourages experimentation. You will need to think logically and make sure you're planning ahead and
executing controls precisely, lest finding yourself in a frantic panic or unable to proceed and requiring to restart the whole level.

Positive qualities include:
-Great art style with minimalistic controls, polished appearance.
-Relatively difficult puzzles and high quality level design.
-A sense of learning through puzzles without being force-fed information.
-Includes multiplayer (did not test).
-Worked very smoothly with very few bugs (already fixed by developers).

Negative qualities include:
-I slightly bumpy learning curve (although this could be a personal problem I had with particular levels).
-Sometimes confusing and slightly frustrating keyboard inputs with fairly punishing consequences (game was developed for
controllers).
-Nice music but lacked variety.
-Relatively short gameplay time if you're a good puzzle gamer.
-Simplistic sound and graphics options.
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A good game if you like puzzle solving (not so difficult but enjoyable) :). its slow on mac
. You asked for ratings for the game. Here you go. Its shovelware that uses free art found on the web. Its a short game, what you
see in the trailer is what you get. There are no other environments. Did you mess up publisher and developer? Game page says
its developed by BUG and published by Ora, but in game it says its developed by Ora.

Its setup like a mobile game. You're rewarded for coming back day after day. You can pay cherries to bypass levels. The levels
get stupid with frogs and spikes. The levels are tiny collectathons. Get the gems to unlock the exit.

Real problems I have with the game are jump of faiths. There's too many of them and I'll fall below the camera. The camera is
too fast. Look down it shoots down, turn right, it shoots right, turn left, it shoots left. Having to push W on the keyboard is
annoying. Sometimes I can land on an enemy to kill them other times they hurt me. The same enemy. Enemies jump out from
behind trees. This leads to enemies hitting me.

If you have to buy this game its $1 cheaper on Microsoft's store and free on Android with ads. It will just be in a bundle like all
the others from the developer. How long until this game is kicked off Steam like your others?. Cool demo, but needs work. The
model is good but movement feels strange and there are frequent glitches with lighting and collisions. No options menu of any
kind. Has potential to be a cool exploration experiance. Just needs polish.. I love the game. Really good fps and great story. Only
thing I would like from this game is a remastered version. Either way, great game.
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